Context Information – Academy
Melior Community Academy opened on January 1st 2013 and is sponsored by the Delta Academies Trust. The
proportion of pupils eligible for free school meals is above the national average at 36.9% and 46% FSM Ever6.
Pupils within the academy are mainly White British with the numbers of pupils who speak English as an
additional language below the national average at 7.7% (59 Students) but is increasing. It is smaller than most
secondary schools with currently 770 students on roll with 820 students to be on roll from September 2021.
The school PAN is 180.
Despite low numbers in our partner schools in years 5 and 6, recruitment is strong. The year groups are
generally balanced in terms of gender with slightly more boys than girls at 53.1%.
13.9% of students are on the SEN register for SEN Support (107 Students) which is above national average.
1.6% are in receipt of an EHCP (12 Students) which is in line with national average but the numbers of students
who have an EHCP application in progress, or an identified need is increasing.
378 students in Years 7 to 11 qualify for Pupil Premium with 2 students who are LAC. This represents 49.1% of
the school population. In terms of the context of the year groups with the greatest proportion of Pupil
Premium students are centred within the Y8 and Y10 cohort, and in particular Y8 and Y9 have the highest
number of students who fall into the PP category.
There are high levels of child protection issues and currently there are an increasing number of students who
are known to Children and Young Peoples’ Services (past and present).
The prior attainment of learners is significantly below national averages in terms of APS. With Y8 and Y9 being
identified as slightly more able than years 10 and 11.

Exam results continue to put Melior Community Academy at the top of the table and support its Ofsted
judgement of good with outstanding (April 2019). Melior currently has 770 students on role with 820 to be in
place by September 2021, it is rapidly becoming a school of choice amongst the local community.
The Academy continues to improve and is relentless in its drive to be ‘outstanding’. There is a continued focus
on behaviour, attainment and progress and providing an exciting, broad and balanced curriculum. Melior
Community Academy is recognised for its strong STEM provision and exceptional performance in Science and
mathematics. These subject areas are complimented by further strengths in the EBACC, English and the
Expressive Arts, allowing our students to develop into truly well rounded individuals. The Academy is keen to
build and develop its strengths in basket 3 subjects to compliment the rigorous improvements seen in English,
Maths and Science and EBACC.
The ethos of the Academy is very much one of warmth and fairness but with strong values around discipline
and expectations. All students no matter what their background are actively encouraged to aspire beyond
expectations.
Melior alumni have secured jobs across various sectors including performing arts, engineering, education,
medicine and public service.
We are very proud of all our students and the community we serve.
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